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II. DISTANCE EDUCATION JUSTIFICATION
There are many reasons why Humanities 7 lends itself well to an online

environment. The use of a textbook provides straightforward way to categorize and
contextualize the many ideas and disciplines that come into play in the study of religion.
Established lists of vocabulary will focus the online student on what the main points of
the reading are, but forums will provide an area to discuss both the basic concepts in the
vocabulary as well as the bigger ideas about life and death. The ease with which
multimedia assets emphasizing each religion's unique culture are available to an online
course will bolster the course's role as a first course in world cultures.

The online portion of this course will have a large body of quizzes from both
those used in the classroom version of the course as well as from the Living Religions
book's online material. Students will be required to make regular individual postings to
online discussion forums as responses to both evaluative questions as well as those
designed to stimulate open-ended discussion and speculation. Forums will encourage
critical thinking not only about core knowledge students will acquire (like vocabulary,
historical and cultural information) but also about expansive questions of morality and
the problems of the human spiritual experience. The fact that students are able to respond
to each other's views on the forums will also foster interpersonal and cross-cultural
understanding. Immediate access to multimedia files available both through Living
Religions as well as links collected by the instructor will accentuate the importance of
artistic expression to the religious experience.

III. INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY
A. Use of Technology. Check the technology(ies) that students will use as an

alternate to classroom instruction:
IZI Online Learning Management System
D Televised Instruction
D Other

B. Student-Instructor Contact.
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1. Check the modes that students will be able to use ask the instructor
questions
~ Email
~ Online discussion boards or other asynchronous communication
D Online ch.at or other synchronous communication
~ Telephone
~ Face to face meetings
D Other:

2. Check the modes the instructor will use to prompt for student contact
~ Email
~ Online discussion boards or other asynchronous communication
D Online chat or other synchronous communication
D Telephone
I:g] Face to face meetings
D Other:

3. Please provide details on 1 and 2 above. Be sure to include the frequency
of student-instructor contact

There will be at least five face-to-face meetings scheduled during the semester, to
include an introductory meeting, Midterm and Final Exams, and two field trips. The
length of time between any two meetings is not to exceed five weeks.

The students will be able to contact the instructor via email, discussion forums,
and telephone as often as needed. The students will be required to submit answers to the
discussion forum at least twice weekly as they post their individual responses and reply to
the other student comments. The students will be strongly encouraged to post general
questions to the discussion forum rather than email the instructor directly as their
question may be of general interest. The students will be required to submit written work
remotely through the online environment.

The instructor will check email, discussion forums and voicemails every 24-72
hours responding to student questions and concerns. The instructor will provide feedback
after each assignment. Whether it is individually (via email) or en masse (via discussion
forum) will depend on the assignment and the type of feedback. The instructor will
prompt a student for participation within the course via individual email after one week's
absence in the online environment. The instructor will also prompt for participation by
posting a discussion board item at least once per week. In general, the instructor will be
responsible for prompting each student for remote contact a minimum of every 24-72
hours throughout the semester.
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IV. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. Class assignments
a. Written responses to lecture, discussion, and especially to material

showing religious artistic expressions (for example, an aesthetic and
historical appreciation of the importance of the Hagia Sophia)

b. Dis9uSS by responding to instructor lecture and other students' expression
of views

c. Participate in group work by assessing documentary sources and analyzing
trends with other students to encourage comparison of intercultural
perspectives

2. Regular remote reading assignments
a. Readings from the textbook on each included major religion (each chapter

covers historical material and core concepts)
b. Supplement~J readings (such as recent documentary sources showing

political tensions surrounding changes in the current Islamic world)
3. Remote writing assignments

a. At least one paper analyzing the development of a religion or religions (for
example, showing the historical and doctrinal relationship between Islam
and Judaism, perhaps analyzing their bearing on current political conflicts)

b. Responses to guest lectures or field trips that display knowledge of core
concepts, ethical considerations, and historical development of included
religions (for example, a summary of concepts learned during a field trip
to the Indian section of the Asian Art Museum relevant to both Hinduism
and Buddhism)

B. Evaluation and Modes
1. One or more papers of at least four pages in length in Modern Language

Association format analyzing an aspect of the historical and/or doctrinal
development of one religion, or comparing and contrasting the world view of
two religions; fur example, a research-oriented paper on the Babylonian
Captivity qualifies for a Judaism paper. This can be uploaded on Insight
(preferably in Microsoft Word format) as "upload a single file" or, as a
backup mode, e-mailed to the instructor as an attachment.

2. Remote quizzes proving acquisition of core concepts and/or cultural and
artistic knowledge contained in the daily reading material; for example, a quiz
on Buddhism would test knowledge of vocabulary terms introduced in Living
Religions. These are submitted under the Quiz functionality on Insight.

3. Required responses to forum posts that prompt students to respond to reading
and demonstrate understanding of core concepts. These are to be submitted
through online forums. Some forum responses will be for a participation grade
only, encouraging speculation and questions in the first half of the week in
which reading is due. Others will require a paragraph-length short written
analysis to be graded on a scale; these will test understanding of course
concepts by the end of the week in which the reading is due.
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4. Face-to-face Midterm and Final examinations covering the core concepts
and/or cultural and artistic knowledge learned under each included religion, as
well as asking students to write at least paragraph-length answers reflecting
their ability to synthesize knowledge of doctrinal and historical issues. For
example, an instructor may teach Hinduism, Judaism, and Buddhism in the
first half of the semester and include them on the Midterm, then have
Christianity, Daoism/Confucianism, and Islam for the Final; a theme
discussed often in class, like kufr in Islam, forms a good basis for a paragraph
length synthesis question. These examinations will be administered live in two
of the five face-to-face meetings with the usual strictures to encourage
honesty, including proctoring by the instructor and banning of electronic
devices.

5. Written responses to field trips or guest speakers; for example, students would
write their impressions of the point of view of guest speaker who is a
Unitarian pastor. These can be uploaded on Insight (preferably in Microsoft
Word format) as "upload a single file" or, as a backup mode, e-mailed to the
instructpr as an attachment.

C. Articulation
D This course does not articulate with any courses at a four-year school
~ This course articulates with one or more courses at a four-year school. The
department has discussed the impact of a distance education mode with the
Articulation Officer.

D. Distance Evaluatio~ Integrity
The in-person assessments will verify the student's knowledge of the topics

covered in the remote activities and assessments and will be examined for the inter
and intra-personal dishonesty in the traditional fashion. Any remote response postings
will be detailed enough to reduce fraudulent responses and set to ensure that each
student provides an original response before reading other responses to reduce
collusion. The remote short written analyses will be compared against each other for
collusion, and selectively checked for plagiarism via various web resources. To
reduce inter- and intra-personal dishonesty the remote quizzes will randomly select
questions from a pooled set. The pooled sets include questions that are similar in
concept and degree of difficulty. Additionally, all remote quizzes will be timed
appropriately and presented in a secure window such that collusion and individual
fraud would be difficult. Remotely submitted, optional written analyses of
participation in field trips will be verified with mailed-in receipts of admission only in
the very rare case the student has an emergency and cannot make required field trips.

E. Textbook and othel Itlstructional Materials
1. Living Religions by Mary Pat Fisher, Prentice Hall (7th Edition), 2008

(including its assets in the MyReligionLab.com site)
2. Supplemental readings, such as: Understanding the Bible by Stephen L.

Harris, the short story "Walimai" from Isabel Allende's The Stories ofEva
Luna, the article "Does Islam Promote Violence?" by Javeed Akter,
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Siddhartha by Hermann Hesse, Our Town by Thorton Wilder, Death Comes
for the Archbishop by Willa Cather, and A Passage to India by E.M. Forster

3. Multimedia images of art work, such as: Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel,
David, and La Pieta, the Hagia Sophia, the cathedral ofNotre Dame, the
Great Buddha statue of Kamakura, the Wailing Wall of Jerusalem, Saint
Peter's Basilica by Michelangelo and Bernini, The Ecstasy ofSaint Theresa
by Bernini, the New York Times Online Tour of San Francisco Buddhist sites,
and the Taj Mahal J.

4. Record~ngs of sacred music, such as: Tuvan throat singers, Muslim's calls to
prayer, Handel's Messiah, J.S. Bach's Mass in B Minor, W.A. Mozart's
Requiem, and Verdi's Nabucco

5. Films, such as: PBS's The Empire ofthe Spirit and The Story ofMohammed,
the documentaries Jews and Buddhism and From Jesus to Christ (Frontline),
A Passage to India, Black Narcissus, Little Buddha, Kundun, and A Manfor
All Seasons

6. Field trips, such as the Asian Art Museum for sacred Hindu and Buddhism
work; individu~l self-guided field trips to places of worship or spiritual
training, such as 'remple Emmanuel, Saint Mary's Cathedral, the San
Francisco Islamic Center, the Vedanta Society, the San Francisco Zen Center,
Glide Memorial Church, and Grace Cathedral

7. Live guest speakers, such as Rabbi Hecht on Hasidic Judaism, as well as other
instructors in the department in their own area of expertise (for example, Jeff
Liss on Buddhism or Steve Georgiou on Christianity)
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Lecture - 3 weekly (52.5 total)
3
None
None
None
Fulfills General Education requirement at
numerous California schools, and the
Humanities credit for CSU and UC
(including IGETC). Serves as a core course
for the Humanities program because it
provides an introduction to each religion as
well as a first course in major world
cultures.
Yes
Letter, PassINo Pass
o

III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
A survey of the rel~gions: Hinduism, Buddhism, Daoism, Confucianism, Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam. An analysis of the origins of these religions as well as their
cultural contexts and present-day issues.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Identify core concepts of each of the major world religions and connect ethical
characteristics of each religion with broad historical trends.

B. Define characteristics of major world cultures and determine bases for both intercultural
understanding and peaceful coexistence.

C. Compare and contrast among the world views of each religion.
D. Analyze texts and documentary sources, especially to discourage erroneous

popular perceptions of religions.
E. Outline the ways that religions have informed the development ofcultural art

forms.

V.CONTENT
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A. Hinduism
1. Vocabulary and concepts associated with the Hindu view of the universe

a. Reincarnation and the cyclic view of Time
b. The workings ofkarma and dharma form a basis ofmorality

2. Four types of yoga
a. Different paths of the practice ofmorality lead to each individual's choice

of a path of yoga
b. Types of yoga illustrate comparisons with other religions (for example,

raja yoga's meditative discipline continued to be important in Buddhism;
karma yoga's selfless service is akin to Christ's instructions in the Sermon
on the Mount; bhakti yoga's devotional focus is familiar to Christians and
Muslims)

3. Major gods, their role as facets of the One (Brahman), and the role of the
avatar, citing the Bhagavad Gila as an example of Vishnu's incarnation as
Krishna

4. The development and popularization of the religion in the West, including
major figures such as Gandhi, Ramakrishna, and Vivekananda

5. The importance of statuary and paintings ofdeities in devotional practice
(darshan) and how iconographic details express deities' characteristics

B. Buddhism
1. Buddhist concepts

a. Vocabulary and concepts associated with the Buddhist world view,
including how they were influenced by Hinduism

b. The Four Noble Truths, Eightfold Path, and Triple Gem
c. Buddhist view of suffering and compassion gives rise to a universal

methodology for spiritual development
d. Basis for morality in natural law contrasts with Judeo-Christian

employment of a divine agency to define sin
e. Large-scale, cosmic world view as expressed in artistic images which

represent the universe and aid meditation (thangka and mandalas)
f. The story of the Buddha's life as found in our textbook as a moral and

spiritual example
2. Development of Buddhism

a. Theravada (Hinayana) Buddhism - India, Sri Lanka, Southeast Asia
b. Mahayana Buddhism - its spread along the Silk Road to China and East

Asia, bodhisattva ideals, Zen, and the popularity ofPure Land schools
c. Tibetan Buddhism and its current popularity

C. Daoism and Confucianism
1. Daoism

a. Yin and yang, their interactions, and their relationship to Chinese
divination (the Yi Jing), medicine, calendar, and religion

b. Literary Daoism and the mystical tradition of the Dao De Jing
c. Importance ofnature and de-emphasis on humanity as shown in the small

size ofhuman figures in Chinese landscape painting
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d. Combined well with some imported Buddhist ideas (the importance of
humility, for example) but poorly with others (as Buddhism does not hold
up the natural state of mankind as an ideal)

2. Confucianism
a. Confucius and the role of the scholar-advisor
b. Ancestor worship and filial piety
c. Influence of Confucian social hierarchy as guiding element for East Asian

cultures, both sociologically and artistically
D. Judaism

1. Importance of the patriarchal lineage through Adam, Noah, Abraham, Isaac,
and Moses

2. Tradition of rules for diet and behavior and rituals
3. Hebrew monotheism forms a radical and narrow path in competition with

other cultures of the time, both in terms of religious and military survival
4. Cycle ofexile and enslavement: the success and survival ofGod's chosen

people varies with their relationship with God
5. Historical development into rabbinic Judaism, and how this was suited to the

religion's survival as dispersed minority populations
6. Modem branches: Orthodox, Conservative, and Reform
7. Influence on the Abrahamic religions of Christianity and Islam

a. Establishes the tradition ofhistory, laws, and patriarchy considered so
important to the other Abrahamic religions

b. Contrasts with Christianity (through the revision of the Mosaic Law) and
with Islam (which holds to different versions ofmany stories from the
Hebrew Bible)

8. Importance of textual understanding and training in Ancient Hebrew to the
continuity of the tradition

E. Christianity
1. Life ofChrist

a. Political situation, including resentment toward the Roman occupation,
encouraged the wish for a Messiah figure to appear

b. Moral and religious reframing ofthe Jewish Law earned him enemies
among the Jewish establishment

c. Importance ofGospels as textual sources
2. Message ofChrist

a. Spiritual life as more important than work, wealth, politics, and even
family

b. Emphasis on the special worth of the poor and powerless
c. Doctrine ofsin in thought, word, and deed requires an impossible

perfection from humans, which can only be reconciled through faith
3. Refinement and spread ofChristianity

a. Writers legitimize Christ's role by emphasizing connections to the Old
Testament by citing both genealogy and prophecies to the Messiah

b. Paul's spread ofChristianity
1. Through travel and writing
2. By opening up Christianity to Gentile audiences
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4. Parallels between the Buddha and Christ (both reformed their native religions,
both traveled and preached, both were tempted by incarnations ofevil during
ascetic practice)

5. Massive influence on Medieval and Renaissance art and architecture
F. Islam

1. Life ofMohammed
a. Abrahamic history

1. The ka'baa
2. Descent from Ishmael/Ismail

b. Suppression ofearly Islam by prevalent polytheistic tribal culture of the
Arabian peninsula

c. Flight to Medina, necessity ofwar
d. Revelations that became the Qur'an continued for many years and were

affected by historical and military events
2. Muslim concepts

a. Recasting ofArab social organization
1. All ethnicities welcome, freeing of slaves
2. Establishment of fairer rules for treatment ofwomen and orphans

b. Theology centers around a strict interpretation of monotheism
1. Shirk, the violation ofmonotheism
2. Kufr, ingratitude towards God

c. Mutual respect with Christians and Jews despite theological disagreements
3. Characteristics of Muslim cultural heights during Middle Ages

a. Avoidance ofhuman figures to avoid shirk leads to elaborate abstract art
b. Humans as discoverers ofGod's creation leads to free scientific pursuits

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. In-class assignments
a. Written responses to lecture, discussion, and especially to material

showing religious artistic expressions (for example, an aesthetic and
historical appreciation of the importance ofthe Hagia Sophia)

b. Discuss by responding to instructor lecture and other students' expression
ofviews

c. Participate in group work by assessing documentary sources and analyzing
trends with other students to encourage comparison of intercultural
perspectives

2. Regular out-of-class reading assignments
a. Readings from the textbook ofeach major religion listed above (each

chapter covers historical material and core concepts)
b. Supplemental readings (such as recent documentary sources showing

political tensions surrounding changes in the current Islamic world)
3. Out-of-class writing assignments

a. At least one paper analyzing the development ofa religion or religions (for
example, showing the historical and doctrinal relationship between Islam
and Judaism, perhaps analyzing their bearing on current political conflic~s)
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b. Responses to guest lectures or field trips that display knowledge ofcore
concepts, ethical considerations, and historical development of listed
religions (for example, a summary ofconcepts learned during a field trip
to the Indian section of the Asian Art Museum relevant to both Hinduism
and Buddhism)

B. Evaluation
1. One or more papers ofat least four pages in length in MLA format analyzing

an aspect ofthe historical and/or doctrinal development ofone religion, or
comparing and contrasting the world view of two religions; for example, a
research-oriented paper on the Babylonian Captivity qualifies for a Judaism
paper

2. Quizzes proving acquisition ofcore concepts and/or cultural and artistic
knowledge contained in the daily reading material; for example, a quiz on
Buddhism would test knowledge ofvocabulary terms introduced in Living
Religions

3. Midterm and Final examinations covering the core concepts and/or cultural
and artistic knowledge learned under each religion listed above, as well as
asking students to write at least paragraph-length answers reflecting their
ability to synthesize knowledge ofdoctrinal and historical issues; for example,
an instructor may teach Hinduism, Judaism, and Buddhism in the first halfof
the semester and include them on the Midterm, then have Christianity,
Daoism/Confucianism, and Islam for the Final; a theme discussed often in
class, like kuft in Islam, forms a good basis for a paragraph-length synthesis
question

4. Written responses to field trips or guest speakers; for example, students would
write their impressions of the point ofview ofguest speaker who is a
Unitarian pastor

C. Textbooks and other Instructional Materials
1. Living Religions by Mary Pat Fisher, Prentice Hall (7th Edition), 2008
2. The World's Religions by Huston Smith, HarperCollins, 2009
3. Supplemental readings, such as: Understanding the Bible by Stephen L.

Harris, the short story "Walimai" from Isabel Allende's The Stories ofEva
Luna, the article "Does Islam Promote Violence?" by Javeed Alder,
Siddhartha by Hermann Hesse, Our Town by Thorton Wilder, Death Comes
for the Archbishop by Willa Cather, and A Passage to India by E.M. Forster

4. Multimedia images of art work, such as: Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel,
David, and La Pieta, the Hagia Sophia, the cathedral ofNotre Dame, the
Great Buddha statue ofKamakura, the Wailing Wall ofJerusalem, Saint
Peter's Basilica by Michelangelo and Bernini, The Ecstasy ofSaint Theresa
by Bernini, the New York Times Online Tour of San Francisco Buddhist sites,
and the Taj Mahal

5. Recordings of sacred music, such as: Tuvan throat singers, Muslim's calls to
prayer, Handel's Messiah, J.S. Bach's Mass in B Minor, W.A. Mozart's
Requiem, and Verdi's Nabucco

6. Films, such as: PBS's The Empire ofthe Spirit and The Story ofMohammed,
the documentaries Jews and Buddhism and From Jesus to Christ (Frontline),
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A Passage to India, Black Narcissus, Little Buddha, Kundun, and A Man for
All Seasons

7. Field trips, such as the Asian Art Museum for sacred Hindu and Buddhism
work; individual self-guided field trips to places ofworship or spiritual
training, such as Temple Emmanuel, Saint Mary's Cathedral, the San
Francisco Islamic Center, the Vedanta Society, the San Francisco Zen Center,
Glide Memorial Church, and Grace Cathedral

8. Guest speakers, such as CCSF Professor Asatair Bair on Sufism, Rabbi Hecht
on Hasidic Judaism, as well as other instructors in the department in their own
area ofexpertise (for example, Jeff Liss on Buddhism or Steve Georgiou on
mystical Christianity)

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards ofTitle 5. Section 55002(a)).
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